PURE HOUSE

At the moment when you open the door, the hustle and bustle
in this city seems to be clam. All we want is to throw away the
tiredness we have accumulated for a day. Curled up on the
corner of the sofa is a perfect getaway from the bustling city

and enjoy some me time.
As a model house, this design concept is hoped to make it
look different from a model house, and give a completely

different feeling the moment when you got home.
The whole design maintains a central idea: simplify the
complex design and not having two materials if one can be

done.

The porch uses special tiles as the dust-falling area when returning home. Take a moment to tidy up your grooming clothes. A large cabinet
is reserved on the side to categorize messy objects neatly.
The concept elements of the storage are retained in the space, combined with the aisle space behind the entrance, hide it in a corner of
the house without being obtrusive.

The activity space in the public area presents the three dynamic lines of static, dynamic and interactive. Each being an independent space
but connected to each other, making life full of freedom and comfort.

The balcony reserves space for the large area required by Kaohsiung House. Using the plastic wood deck to extend indoor
wooden floor, so that the interior extends to the outdoor space. Although they are two separate and independent spaces,
they are connected by the same elements.

Enlarge the effect of the main wall

Extend the material of the tiles from the wall to the TV stand, and also use the same material as the ground to expand the integrity and extensibility of the main wall.
Since the main wall of the interior is an important interface leading to various spaces, the subtraction method is used to reduce the complexity of the room opening. The transformation between different materials is cleverly used to hide the door.

Storage wall partition

Using the thickness of the wall to hide the linear lighting fixture to cut and transform the surface. The oppression of the wall is reduced to simplify
the sense of volume.

Let the white elements blend out from the center of the space

Pure, clear materials and furniture are interspersed in each space. All presented in a comfortable color scheme.

Artist‘s hand drawing

The entire space emphasizes nature, humanity, and simplicity. In the master bedroom, the artist has hand-painted abstract art piece
on the back wall to reflect a calm atmosphere.
The master bedroom uses a low-color saturation color scheme, so that the owner is no longer affected by strong colors when
resting. Let the vision and spirit relax. The bedside wall
uses the artist's unique painting to replace the traditional bed back board.

